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RamWizard is a free software. The latest version of RamWizard is 0.92. RamWizard is well integrated
with your PC. It is written in Delphi, and is compatible with all Windows operating systems (95, NT,
2000, XP, Vista). It offers a permanent display of the amount of RAM that is released. The
information is displayed in a graphical way and it is calculated in the RAM of the computer. It is
possible to consult this information in real time. It is also possible to easily add new RAM to your
computer. Because RamWizard is a free software, its trial period is variable: it can be a long period
(unlimited), a short period (30 days) or something in between. You can have a look on the website of
RamWizard and choose what you would like: - a longer trial period - a short trial period - a trial
period with a one-week upgrade The price of RamWizard is 0€, it is free of charge. How to get it: -
Download and install RamWizard in your computer - Open RamWizard once - Follow the instructions
from the menu. - The license of RamWizard is copied in the appropriate place for the operation of
RamWizard (registration). ------------------- How to Activate RamWizard? 1. Download and install
RamWizard in your computer. 2. Open RamWizard once, follow the instructions from the menu. 3.
The license of RamWizard is copied in the appropriate place for the operation of RamWizard
(registration). 4. RamWizard can also work in a trial period, where you can upgrade your license for a
sum of €0. 5. In this mode, the trial period is unlimited. If you close RamWizard before the end of the
trial period, it is not activated and you are the owner of RamWizard for life. 6. You can also choose
the price of €0 to choose a trial period of €0 (unlimited). ------------------- How to get it? 1. Download
RamWizard 2. Double click the executable or run it using an administrative rights, 3. Follow the
instructions from the menu, 4. The license of RamWizard is copied in the appropriate place for the
operation of RamWizard (registration). 5. RamWizard can also work in a trial period, where you
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RamWizard is a free software that runs on Windows. RamWizard can defragment RAM and delete
unused files. It uses the file system to defragment RAM. And it uses Windows to delete temporary
files and to empty the recycle bin. It is similar to Out of Memory killer (OOM killer) but better because
it can be used to delete useless files. RamWizard is not available for Windows 7. It will be compatible
with Windows 7 SP1 with updates. Licensing MANDATORY: open source. Required rights: read and/or
write in computer files. Rights on use: Defragment RAM, delete useless files (temporary files, cache
files,...). RamWizard Features: - Defragment RAM (RAM defragmentation) - Easy and automatic
installation - Automatic defragmentation - Easy and automatic start - Easy and automatic scan - Start
on Windows startup - Easy and automatic configuration - Speed optimization - Possibility to optimize
memory usage of Windows (Windows memory defragmentation) - Possibility to erase files on hard
disk (File editing) - Possibility to erase things on the Windows Recycle Bin (Edit Recycle Bin settings)
- Possibility to keep track of the released RAM and to use RAM under Windows (RAM usage monitor) -
No useless graphical effect - No need to restart Installation instructions: 1. Download the Zip file. 2.
Extract it. 3. Open the folder "RamWizard" and double click on the "RamWizard.exe" file. 4.
Download the documentation and read it. (See the link on the bottom of the page). 5. Select the
language and click on "Continue". 6. Follow the instructions. 7. Give a name to the application and
the folder where the software will run. 8. Click on "OK". Optional: - Defragment RAM memory -
Defragment RAM memory (temporarily) - Empty the Recycle Bin (temporarily) - Defragment the
Recycle Bin (temporarily) - Defragment the Windows Recycle Bin (temporarily) - Defragment RAM
memory (temporarily) - Empty the Recycle Bin (temporarily) - Defragment the Recycle Bin
(temporarily) - Defragment RAM b7e8fdf5c8
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- RamWizard is a tool which will quickly release your RAM, thus making your computer much faster -
RamWizard will be able to quickly release the unused RAM of your computer, thus making your
computer much faster - If your RAM is fragmented, RamWizard will quickly release the unused RAM -
RamWizard will identify those RAM memory which is useless and fragment to free them - the more
RAM you have, the faster RamWizard will release the RAM memory RamWizard Features: RamWizard
will display the different parts of the RAM memory (unallocated, fragmented, free space) RamWizard
will identify the temporary files on your hard disks and the unnecessary temporary files in the
recycle bin RamWizard will release the useless RAM of your computer by asking Windows to free it
Freeing useless memory with RamWizard is safe: if RAM is freed by Windows, there is no risk for the
data Using RamWizard is recommended for: - computers which have no hardware problem -
computers which do not have enough RAM - computers which have the same configuration as the
ones who are using them - computers which do not have a lot of RAM - computers which do not have
old files on their hard disks What can go wrong with RAM memory release: - Windows will not release
the RAM memory (RAMWizard probably will not ask for the RAM memory to be freed when it starts) -
Using RamWizard on computers which have hardware problems will probably make those problems
worse - Using RamWizard on computers with more RAM will probably be useless Instructions on how
to use RamWizard: - click on the "Run" button to start the application. RamWizard will display a list
of the different RAM pieces which it can free. - RAM is released if the RAM listed has its size freed
and no data are lost - If the RAM memory is fragmented, the RAM memory marked with yellow will
be released in a few seconds - However, if the RAM memory is fragmented, RamWizard will ask
Windows to free it - Once RamWizard has started, the RAM memory marked with red will be
reallocated to the RAM memory marked with yellow. - Sometimes it will be asked by Windows to free
some RAM memory but, even if it is asked by Windows, it will not necessarily be released. In this
case, it is recommended to use the tool RamX to completely free the RAM - When RamW

What's New In?

=========== Main features: - Defragmentation of your RAM - Remover of useless temporary
files and emptying of your recycle bin - Control of the RAM - Management of your disk space -
Statistics available for consultation anytime - Ability to set process priority (Windows services,
process priority, or hard drive priority) - Easy to use with the help of a single window. Where Can You
Find Us: ================== www.ramwizard.com Please give this software a positive
rating! Other technical stuff you might need: ============================== We
recommend you to run the update service of RamWizard. You can do it by running the RamWizard
executable file and clicking on the "Re-update" button. You will also need the "Memory & Disk
Manager" software provided by the Windows 98SE or Windows XP software. It can be downloaded
from: It is always recommended to remove the memory chip that is wrapped in your laptop, and to
connect the USB 2.0 connector. Subtitles: =========== 1. English 2. German 3. French 4.
Spanish 5. Italian Contact Us: ============ Please send any problem or suggestion to our
email: email (at) ramwizard.com Copyright: ========= RamWizard is software which was
created by Valade. RamWizard is registered by the author, this is as well by the copyright holders.
You are free to use RamWizard. However, if you want to use it in your computer or to sell it, you
must mention the author and you must make a link to the page that is viewable when you sell
RamWizard. The license terms: ================== The license for this software is that
you can give/sell the software to anyone who can read and understand French. You can also give the
software to people who can read and understand English. If you modify this software, you must first
publish your modifications, such that other developers may benefit from your modifications.
However, it is not necessary to provide the source code, if you give the software to anyone. If you do
not obey the license conditions, the author may sue you for damages. Payment: =========
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System Requirements For RamWizard:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2 or later Processor: 1.4 GHz Memory: 1.5 GB RAM Graphics:
DirectX 9.0-compatible with 3D graphics accelerator DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband
Internet connection Sound: Microsoft® Windows®-compatible sound card Hard Drive: 200 MB free
space Headset: Headset with stereo microphone Full Screen Mode: Yes Additional Notes: The
minimum system requirements may vary by game version. Please
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